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& VOA POOL PARTY 

 

2014 EVENT PACKET 
 

Event Details: 

Welcome to the second annual Venture VOA Xterra!  This event is intended to 
promote Venturing in the Kansas City area and is open to all registered scouts ages 
12 to 20 and adult leaders.  The 2014 Venturing Xterra Triathlon will be conducted 
as a “Super Sprint” with a 200 yard pool swim, 6 mile mountain bike ride, and a 2 
mile cross country run.  Entries will be organized by Venturer, Scout and Adult 
Leader categories.   This event is intended to recognize participation and promote 
camaraderie among each unit.  Times and rankings will be recorded and posted.  
Participation is the focus for this event. 

*ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST BE REGISTERED WITH THE BSA!   

All Scouts and Venturers age 12-20 are welcome to participate! 

Fees:  
$15 entry fee.  If you register on or before August 1, you are eligible for a 

discounted entry fee of $10. 

Equipment: 

Each participant MUST have proper swimming attire, biking equipment (mountain 
bike, helmet, water/Camelback), and running equipment (shoes, shirt, 
water/Camelback). 

Note: It is HIGHLY RECOMMENDED that each participant be able to carry 

their own water during the biking and running segments.  Water will be 
provided, but each participant should have their own water on them at all 

times! 

Start Time: 9:30am 

Participant Check In:  begins at 8:00 a.m. 

Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/groups/145810908800937/ 
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Saturday, August 9, 2014 

Date & Time Activity Location 

8:00-9:30 am 

 

 

 

Check-In Begins 

• Check In at Camp Naish Pool. 

• Health Forms Collected 

• Participants encouraged to set up there swim 

to bike transition area and begin to warm-up. 

 

Naish Pool 

9:30am 

 

• Welcome to the 2014 Theodore Naish Xterra! 

• Event supervisor introductions 

• Rules and guideline review. 

Naish Pool 

9:45am  • Swim stage begins! (200 yards) 

• *Note: ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST BE 

SWIMMERS!  PLEASE DO NOT WAIT TILL THE 

DAY OF THE EVENT TO EVALUATE YOUR BOYS! 

Naish Pool 

10:15am 

(approximate) 

• Mountain Bike stage begins! (6 miles) 

• *Note: ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST WEAR A BIKE 

HELMENT THE ENTIRE STAGE!  THIS IS BSA 

RULES. 

• **Participants should carry water with them 

during this stage! 

Road (dirt) ride from 

pool to Cub World 

trail turn-around and 

back.  Twice. 

11:00am 

(approximate) 

• Cross-Country Run stage begins! (2 miles) 

• *Note: ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST WEAR A SHIRT 

THE ENTIRE 2 MILES!  PLEASE SHOW RESPECT 

AND BE MODEST!! 

• **Participants should carry water with them 

during this stage! 

Road (dirt) run from 

pool to South Camp 

and back. 

11:30am • Participant recognition and awards. 

• BBQ lunch provided. 

• POOL PARTY!!! 

Naish Dining Hall & 

Pool 
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TRIATHLON 

 

BACKGROUND 
 

In the early 1970s, members of the San 
Diego Track Club sought a break from the 
rigors of training for running marathons and 
10k runs. Bike riding and swimming were 
suggested as possible alternatives. In 1974, 
the activities were combined into the first 
swim/bike/run triathlon competition, held at 
San Diego/ Mission Bay, California. 

A triathlon is a long-distance race that 
consists of three phases (such as swimming, 
bicycling, and running). A triathlete is an 
athlete who competes in a triathlon.  

After having been a participant in the 
first Mission Bay Triathlon, U.S. Naval 
officer John Collins brought the concept to 
Hawaii. In 1978 the first triathlon was 
conducted in Hawaii by combining the 
Waikiki Rough Water Swim, the Around-
Oahu Bike Ride, and the Honolulu 
Marathon. Never before had anyone 
attempted all three events in the same day. It 
was said at the time that whoever could do 
all three events in one day, back to back, 
surely could call himself an ‘‘iron man.’’ 

Twelve men completed that first 
Ironman race in 1978. Only 13 men and one 
woman crossed the finish line in 1979, but a 
feature article by Barry McDermott in 
Sports Illustrated about the 1979 race caught 
the attention of athletes and ABC’s “Wide 
World of Sports.” The event had its first 
network TV coverage in 1980 and saw 
participation increase tenfold. 

The United States Triathlon Association 
(now known as Triathlon Federation/USA) 
was founded in 1982. Triathlon 
Federation/USA (Tri-Fed/USA) is the 
national governing body for the sport of 
triathlon in the United States. Tri-Fed/USA 

seeks to create an environment that fosters 
fair and safe competition for triathletes at all 
levels. Tri-Fed/USA focuses on rules and 
safety, drug control, age-group and master’s 
competition, elite/ pro triathletes, officials 
and officiating, and numerous other areas of 
concern.  

The first race of the United States 
triathlon series was held in 1982, ushering in 
an era of mass participation in the sport and 
introducing age-group-oriented triathlons. 
The Nice Triathlon, held that same year 
on the Cote d’Azur in France, was Europe’s 
first swim/bike/run event. 

From its beginning as simply a break 
from training, the sport of triathlon has had 
rapid growth. While the Ironman is the most 
widely recognized triathlon in the world, its 
2.4-mile swim, 112-mile bike ride, and full 
26.2-mile marathon are distances that no 
triathlete takes lightly. Most triathlons are 
about one-third as long as the Ironman. Tri 
Fed/USA recognizes four distance 
categories: short, international, long, and 
ultra. 

For triathlons, two of the three segments 
will determine the distance category. For 
example, an event with a .5-mile swim, a 
25-mile bike ride, and a 6.2-mile run would 
be considered an international-distance 
event. (The bike and run determine the 
distance category in this example.) Race 
tactics and training regimens will differ in 
each category. A short race is considered as 
much a triathlon as is the ultra.  

Triathlons do not have to be 
swim/bike/run events.  Most are and likely 
will continue to be. However, the Mountain 
Man Winter Triathlon in Colorado, for 
example, is composed of cross-country 
skiing, snowshoeing, and speed skating. 
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The Varsity team will determine the 
composition of the triathlon as well as the 
distances for each segment.  Consideration 
must be given to the team’s geographic 
location, the season of the year, the facilities 
available, and the wishes of the team 
membership.  

No one ever dreamed that the sport of 
triathlon would gain so much popularity in 
so short a span of time. Represented by the 
International Triathlon Union (ITU), the 
sport has been recognized by the General 
Association of International Sports 
Federation (GAISF) and the International 
Olympic Committee (IOC). 
 
 

PROGRAM FIELDS OF 

EMPHASIS 
 
The following ideas will help you plan a 
well-rounded program. Program managers 
carry out these ideas with help from a team 
committee member. 
 
ADVANCEMENT 

• Review each Varsity Scouts 
advancement status. 

• Conduct a Personal Fitness merit badge 
clinic. 

• Monitor the team advancement chart 
regularly. 

 
 

 

HIGH ADVENTURE/SPORTS 

• Program manager outlines or updates the 
teams annual special high-adventure 
event (Philmont, Florida Sea Base, etc.). 

• Plan a triathlon event for the team. 
 
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

• Develop a personal training program for 
each team member. 

• Conduct a session on ethical decision 
making. 

• Invite a representative from a local 
chapter of the American Cancer Society 
to present a program on ways to protect 
yourself against cancer. 

• Participate in a 5k run or a bike race.  
 
SERVICE 

• Contact and carry out a reading program 
for a retirement center. 

• Assist with traffic control at a local 
athletic event. 

• Conduct a flag ceremony at a local high 
school for one month.  

 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND EVENTS 

• Have a parents night to share the latest 
team activity. 

• Participate in a local community festival 
or celebration. 

 
 

THE PLAYING FIELD 
 
The playing field for the sport of triathlon is 
a bit different from those for other sports. 
Triathlons consisting of swim/bike/run, for 
example, require a body of water (usually a 
lake or ocean), an improved bike trail or 
road, and a running surface that can be 
controlled. Triathlons having segments other 
than swim/bike/run will require different 
physical facilities. Consideration also must 
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be given to the transition areas. These areas 
must be large. 
 

CONDENSED RULES FOR 

TRIATHLON 
 
Specific rules are set forth for triathlons that 
are sanctioned by Tri-Fed/USA. These 
condensed rules and procedures follow the 
Tri-Fed/USA manual as a guide. Varsity 
teams participating in triathlons must follow 
the competitive rules set forth by the 
organization that sponsors or conducts the 
event. Condensed rules for a swim/bike/run 
triathlon are listed below. If other events are 
used, a set of rules for those segments must 
be developed. 
 
PREPARATION AND TRAINING 

 
No person may participate in a triathlon 
unless he or she is in good health and has 
had training for all the segments to be used 
in the race. Annual physical exams and 
properly conducted team practice sessions 
must take place. 
 
AGE-GROUP COMPETITION 

 
Age-group competition is determined by the 

participant’s age on the day of the race. 

 
 
GENERAL CONDUCT 

 
All participants must comply with the rules 
set forth for the event. Proper conduct is 
expected so as not to offend competitors, 
officials, volunteers, and spectators. 
Fairness, respect, and courtesy to all 
involved are mandatory. If a participant 
violates any rules, he or she must report the 
violation to the head referee or retire from 
the race. 

 
RACE CONDUCT 

 
Participants must cover the prescribed 
racecourse in its entirety or withdraw. 
Participants shall refrain from intentionally 
or accidentally blocking, charging, 
obstructing, or interfering with the forward 
progress of another participant. Assistance 
in any form, including food, drink, 
equipment, support, pacing, or replacement 
of equipment or parts, may be taken only 
from race officials. The participants number 
must be visible at all times. Glass containers 
of any kind are prohibited.  Any item 
deemed dangerous or equipment determined 
to be improper by the head referee may not 
be worn or used. No participant shall 
commit any act that could cause injury to 
any participant. 

 
PENALTIES AND PROHIBITED 

CONDUCT 

 
Penalties, including disqualification or 
assessment of a time penalty, may be 
imposed on any participant violating any 
competitive rule. 
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SWIMMING CONDUCT 

 
A swimmer may use any stroke to propel 
through the water and may tread water or 
float. When resting, a participant may stand 
on the bottom or hold an inanimate object 
such as a buoy, boat, rope, or floating object. 
Excluding the floor of the pool, lake, or 
ocean, a participant may not use any 
inanimate object to gain forward motion. 
Swimmers experiencing difficulty should 
signal for assistance by raising an arm 
overhead and pumping it up and down. The 
official rendering aid will determine if the 
participant may continue or must withdraw 
from the race. The wearing of wet suits shall 
be determined by the race director. Water 
temperature shall be checked within two 
hours of the race at a depth of 18 inches. 
Measurements are made in at least three 
locations along the course, spaced so as to 
divide the entire swim course into 
approximately equidistant segments, at 
points where sunlight strikes the water. At 
no time should a swimming segment be 
conducted when the water temperature 
places the participants in a dangerous 
situation. Swimmers must wear a brightly 
colored swim cap. Swim goggles or face 
mask may be worn by the swimmer if 
desired. Fins, gloves, paddles, flotation 
devices, or any other propulsion devices 
shall not be worn. Triathlons having many 
participants will start the swimming segment  
in “waves” or groups.  Participants must 
start in the wave or group to which they are 
assigned. 
 
CYCLING CONDUCT 

 
All bicycles must be propelled by human 
power. Forward progress along the cycling 
segment must be made while accompanied 

by the participants bicycle. The bicycle may 
be ridden or carried in a safe manner.  The 
participant must follow the prescribed 
course and obey all traffic laws. Approved 
safety helmets are mandatory. The helmet 
must be securely fastened before mounting 
the bicycle and may not be removed until 
the participant has dismounted. Extreme 
caution must be taken when mounting, 
dismounting, or when passing an accident so 
as not to endanger any other participant. 
Drafting other participants or motor vehicles 
so as to gain an advantage is not permitted. 
Except for reasons of safety, all participants 
must keep to the right of the 
course unless passing. The passing lane is to 
the left of the course unless otherwise 
prescribed. Passing is permitted only when 
space is adequate and the cyclist is 
confident of his or her ability to make the 
pass. Bicycle specifications are determined 
by the sponsor or organization conducting 
the triathlon. 
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RUNNING CONDUCT 

 
A participant must run or walk the entire 
portion of the run course. Crawling to gain 
forward progress is not permitted. Unless for 
safety reasons, the prescribed course must 

be followed. A participant may carry a water 
bottle made of a substance other than glass. 
Headsets, radios, headphones, or any object 
to gain advantage may not be worn. 
 
 

TRANSITION AREAS 

 
Transition areas are located at the end of the 
swimming and cycling segments for the 
participant to end one and begin the next leg 
of the triathlon. Participants must approach 
and leave these areas in a safe manner. 
Equipment and clothing are located in 
individually designated spots and must be 
placed in these spots in a proper manner. For 
example, bicycles are placed in a corral in 
an upright position. While in the transition 
area, participants may not impede the 
forward progress or interfere in any way 
with other participants. Changing areas are 
provided by the sponsor or organization 
conducting the event.  Public nudity is not 
permitted. 
 
MEDICAL CONTROL RULES 

 
Use of substances or practices of any kind 
aimed at artificially enhancing the athletes 
performance is prohibited. Triathlons 
sanctioned by Tri Fed/US Are require 
medical control tests to determine the 
chemical content of the athletes body. Many 
prescription drugs contain chemicals that are 

considered’ banned substances.  A 

complete list of banned as well as permitted 
upper limits on other chemicals such as 
caffeine will be provided to participants. 
 
RACE OFFICIATION 

 
The race officials at all events shall consist 
of a head referee, marshals, judges, and a 
head timer.  
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The head referee’s decisions are final 
and binding from the start of the event until 
the scores are finalized. The head referee has 
total responsibility for the event, including 
interpretation and enforcement of 
competitive rules, conduct of participants, 
invoking and imposing penalties, 
performance of other race officials, safety of 
the course, examination of equipment used 
by participants, and any other actions 
necessary to ensure that the triathlon is 
conducted in a proper manner. The head 
referee shall wear distinctive clothing and be 
positioned in a designated location near the 
finish line so as to properly administer all 
phases of the race. 

Race marshals are assigned to the swim, 
cycle, and run portions of the event, as well 
as to the transition areas. They follow the 
instructions of the head referee. Race 
marshals have jurisdiction over all persons 
in their respective areas of assignment. They 
monitor the events to ensure safety and 
compliance with the rules of competition. 
Violations are reported to the head referee. 
Only the head referee assesses penalties. 
Judges hear and rule on all protests that 
participants may lodge for penalties assessed 
to them.  

Judges also assist other race officials as 
instructed by the head referee.  

The head timer is responsible for 
collecting and processing all data relevant to 
the calculation and determination of race 
officials. 
 
PROTESTS 

 
From time to time an athlete may disagree 
with the decision of the head referee to 
assess a penalty. Procedures for filing a 
protest will be included in the 
competitive rules provided or made 
available to triathlon participants. 

TRIATHON PRACTICE 
 
PRACTICE SESSIONS 

 
Practice sessions should be held when the 
Varsity team members are preparing to 
participate in a triathlon. Practice sessions 
can be a part of the team meeting or be held 
at a separate meeting. These sessions 
develop not only the physical side, but also 
the mental side of the Scout. 
 
1. Warm-up and conditioning exercises.  

Simple warm-up exercises allow for 
loosening the muscles and help to avoid 
injuries. Vary the pace and type of 
exercise. Questions should be asked that 
stimulate thinking about proper eating 
habits and the importance of exercising 
throughout life. This portion of the 
meeting should take about 10 minutes. 

 
2. Skills development.  

Teaching the fundamentals is essential in 
every category of triathlon. Scouts face 
the challenge of participating in what 
amounts to three different sports at the 
same time. Time must be taken at each 
practice session to introduce the basics 
of each event and at the same meeting 
reinforce the basic skills learned in the 
other sports. Team members should 
work in groups of two or three to keep 
everyone involved. The same triathlon 
segment might be covered in each group 
or the groups might focus on different 
areas where they need a little extra work. 

 
3. Team talk.  

Make this a regular, normal part of 
practice. Use it as an opportunity for 
education and personal development. 
Team members should be encouraged to 
talk about the triathlon rules of 
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competition, especially if participating in 
a sponsored race for the first time. These 
rules are no different from the rules the 
Scout faces in his everyday life. 

 
4. Practice.  

This is the part of the meeting to which 
the Scout looks forward. These sessions 
should relate to the skills development 
portion of the meeting.   

 

A GUIDE FOR THE 12-WEEK 

TRIATHLETE 
 
The most difficult thing about becoming a 
triathlete is getting through the first race. 
After that, it will seem like a snap, but 
reaching that point seems impossible 
sometimes, especially if there aren’t many 
triathletes in the area to offer encouragement 
and advice. There is a lot to accomplish 
before approaching a starting line. A 
triathlete has to develop endurance and 
technical competence for three separate 
sports and balance multiple workouts; 
there’s equipment to buy and an endless 
variety of products from which to choose; 
and there are dietary concerns to consider, as 
well as a host of physiological details. And 
you probably thought that the actual 
triathlon was going to be the hard part! 

Tri-Fed/USA and the Boy Scouts of 
America want to make that first triathlon (or 
perhaps the first serious triathlon season) as 
positive an experience as possible.  The 
purpose of this chapter is to provide the 
necessary fundamentals to develop an 
effective training program leading to your 
first race, presumably an international 
distance triathlon comprising a 1-mile swim, 
a 25-mile bike ride, and a 6-mile run.  

To begin with, you should be moderately 
fit and in good health. If you’ve been 
inactive for some time, it’s advisable to 

undergo a general physical. We’ll assume 
that within one hour for each sport, you can 
swim 1 mile, bike 15 miles, and run 6 miles. 
If you can do that much, you’re ready to 
begin now. If not, work on your weaknesses.  
We’ve included many tips on physiology 
and proper technique for swimming, biking, 
and running that will help bring you up to 
par. Then begin this 12-week plan.   

Goals are particularly important, 
regardless of the length of the race you want 
to enter. Without them, using this training 
guide is like trying to use a map before you 
know where you want to go. Set a goal and 
aim for it. You can readjust your sights, or 
the goal itself, but all changes you make in 
your program should be considered 
carefully. If you decide that you want to 

undertake this program—whether it’s the 

simple approach or the complicated, 

scientific one—stick with it.  If you go on and 

off the program, you’ll still be waiting next 
year to do your first race.   

To make the most of this training 
program, keep a log recording your workout, 
the type of terrain you run or cycle on if it’s 
notably hilly or mountainous, and how you 
felt afterward. This information will come in 
handy in the future if you try to analyze 
what you were doing right or wrong in the 
past. Select a training partner to add fun and 
keep your motivation up. 

Your team might choose to become 
members of or seek the resources of a local 
triathlon club. This resource will assist you 
by providing feedback or discussion that 
will promote your understanding of training 
principles. Check the club directory in your  
telephone book, or ask at local athletic or 
bike stores to find clubs or partners. 

Finally, we’d like to offer some advice 
about what to forget: Have you heard the old 
saying, ”No pain, no gain”? That’s a sure 
recipe for disaster. You should enjoy this 
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training, and if you don’t feel good about it—
if your body doesn’t feel better and 

stronger—you’re doing something 

incorrectly.  Pain is a signal that something 
is wrong; get that message. You need to 
listen to your own body; the more you try, 
the more you pay attention, the more it will 
communicate to you.  

If you begin to experience any chronic 
pain in muscles or joints, give them a rest. If 
that doesn’t fix it, look for a sports medicine 
specialist; no one understands sports 
physiology and training more than the 
specialists. 

Now you’re ready to begin your 
program. Take it slowly and treat it as a 
learning experience. Find a good target 
triathlon, get ready, get set, and go for it! 
 
 

GETTING STARTED 

 
The first thing you should get into the habit 
of doing if you intend to take training 
seriously is to monitor your resting pulse 
and weight. Over time, if your training 
program is effective, your resting pulse 
should drop. Meanwhile, unless you’re over- 
or underweight to begin with, your body 
weight should remain relatively constant. 
Wide fluctuations of either indicator means 
that something is wrong and it’s time to pay 
attention.   

Your resting pulse should drop because, 
as you get into shape, the heart delivers 
more blood, and therefore oxygen, with each 
beat; fewer beats accomplish the same 
amount of work. As your program 
progresses, you’ll notice a lower pulse rate. 
However, if one day, or over several days, 
your resting pulse shoots up, it means that 
your body is under some kind of stress; it 
may signal an impending illness or 

overtraining fatigue. You should take it easy 
for a few days and reduce the stress.  

Sudden weight loss that has no 
explanation is also a possible indicator of 
overtraining. (If you went for a long, hard 
workout yesterday and then missed a meal 
or two, you have an explanation.) In general, 
though, you want to make sure that your 
eating habits keep pace with your training. 

The best time to monitor pulse and 
weight is first thing in the morning. As soon 
as you wake up, and before you get out of 
bed, take your pulse for 60 seconds to find 
your resting pulse. Then, after the first pit 
stop of the day, weigh yourself. Make this a 
daily routine and record the numbers; that 
will make it easier to evaluate the 
effectiveness of your program later on, in 
addition to allowing you to see progress on a 
daily or weekly basis. 
 
 
WATER AND ENERGY 

REPLACEMENT FLUIDS 

 
Your body needs lots of water to function 
effectively as a triathlete, and it fulfills many 
functions. Most important are its properties 
as a coolant and as a means to flush waste 
products from the body. Get in the habit of 
drinking lots of it right now. Clear urine is 
an indication that you’re properly hydrated, 
and that should be a consistently monitored 
guide.  If it’s yellow, you’re not drinking 
enough on a daily basis. With that in mind, 
you also want to know how much water you 
need as an individual in training or racing 
situations. You need to conduct some 
experiments now. 

Keep an eye out for days of moderate 
temperature. On one of them, go out for a 
half-hour run at a medium pace. Before and 

after that run, you want to weigh yourself—
nude, dry, and after urination. The 
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difference in pounds is the amount of water 
you lost in pints. (If your scale isn’t precise 
enough to register a difference, try hour-
long runs instead.)   

Conduct this experiment a few times 
with each one separated by a few days, and 
you’ll come up with an average idea of how 
much water your body needs. If you average 
a pound lost in a half-hour run, that means 
you need 2 pints of water an hour as a basic 
minimum. If you live in an area with wide 
seasonal variations, or compete in vastly 
different environments, it’s probably a good 
idea to run this experiment whenever there 
are significant changes in climate. Those 
who live and race in southern California, for 
instance, where temperatures are often in the 
70s with low humidity year round, will have 
a more consistent guide than those who live 
in Michigan.   

In the north, the loss of water you 
experience during spring tests in cool 
weather may be much less than in the 
summer, when temperatures and humidity 
percentages routinely hit the 90s. Your 
water-use rate can rise substantially in such 
extreme environments. 

Sports drinks or energy replacement 
fluids seek to deliver muscle fuel and 
electrolytes to your system in addition to the 
water it needs. The fuel comes in the form of 
sugar or carbohydrates and most 
replacement fluids also include salt and 
electrolytes. A problem arises when the 
solution has too high a concentration of 
constituents other than water. If the balance 
is wrong, the water your body needs can’t be 
absorbed, so you don’t get the water or fuel 
you need.  

In any event, a muscle can store enough 
fuel to allow it to operate for about two 
hours of exercise at a moderate intensity. So 
in events that take you two hours 

or less to complete, you don’t really need 
replacement fluids or food, but you still need 
water.  

In events lasting longer than two hours, 
food or replacement fluids are 
recommended. However, mixing food and 
replacement fluids can get you into trouble. 
If you drink nothing but a properly balanced 
replacement fluid, and also eat, the solution 
becomes imbalanced in your stomach and 
the water can’t be readily absorbed.  You 
need to add plain water to make the balance 
correct again.  It’s OK to drink a 
replacement fluid and eat, but you have to 
drink water as well.  Or you can drink water 
and take energy in the form of food (high-

carbohydrate snacks—fruit, rice cakes, low-

fat granola bars, etc.) and forget about the 
replacement fluid; just make sure you drink 
lots of water with that food. 

What about electrolytes? In general, your 
body has all the electrolytes it needs if you 
eat properly, and you Don’t need 
supplementary salts during most of your 
training and racing. However, very long 
distances and heat change that equation. If 
you’re working out in the heat for more than 
six or eight hours, you need those salts in 
energy replacement drinks. In races of less 
than four hours, you don’t need them; longer 
than that, and they become an issue.   

One final consideration: Sports drinks 
and foods do not treat all individuals 
equally. Side aches are tip-offs to drinks or 
foods that aren’t compatible to your system. 
Experiment with various foods and products 
during your training so you know which 
ones work effectively for you. Race day is 
no time for experiments unless you’re 
willing to take a risk. 
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WORKOUT INTENSITY 

 
Your heart is your guide when you’re 

talking about your workout intensity. Your 
maximum heart rate is your benchmark, the 
number that serves as a fundamental 
point of reference. Young adults ages 13 to 
20 should use 200 beats per minute as their 
theoretical maximum heart rate. (For 
persons over age 20, calculate your 
theoretical maximum heart rate by 
subtracting your age from 220 for men and 
from 226 for women.) Further, we’ll assume 
that your resting heart rate is 70 beats per 
minute, the average for most people. 

Keep in mind that aerobic means “with 
oxygen” and when you’re training at an 
aerobic rate, it means that the working 
muscles are getting enough oxygen to 
supply their needs. When you go 
“anaerobic” it means you are working so 
hard that the muscles aren’t getting 
enough oxygen.   

Also, determining your heart beats per 
minute during training is sometimes 
difficult. A heart-rate monitor is 
one solution, or you can stop at regular 
intervals during training to take your pulse. 
After a while, you will develop a sense of 
what paces to swim, ride, or run to 
approximate the desired heart rate. Finally, a 
good, but imprecise, rule of thumb: If you 
can carry on a normal conversation during a 
workout, you are clearly in the aerobic, low-
intensity range. When conversation becomes 
difficult, you are working at a moderate 
intensity. And if you can’t talk at all, it’s 
probably anaerobic. 
 
 
 

 

 

KARVONEN TRAINING HEART 

RATE 

 
To determine your optimal training rate, 
let’s do a little math. First, take the number 
representing your maximum heart rate (200 
for young adults) and subtract your resting 
heart rate, 70. The difference is 130. 
 

200 - 70 = 130 
 
Then, multiply 130 by .60 and add your 
resting heart rate, 70, back into the equation. 
 

130 X .60 + 70 = 148 
 

This number, 148, represents the training 
heart rate at which you will receive the 
minimal aerobic benefit. 

Now, let’s redo the equation to 
determine the maximum training heart rate. 
To begin, repeat the first step. Subtract your 
resting heart rate, 70, from your maximum 
heart rate, 200. The difference is 130. 
 

200 - 70 = 130 
 

Then, multiply 130 by .85 and add your 
resting heart rate back into the equation. 
 

130 X .85 = 110 
110 + 70 = 180 

 
The result, 180, represents the level at 

which you will receive maximum aerobic 
benefit. 

So, what do you do with that 
information? These two numbers, 148 and 
180, give you your heart’s training range. To 
target your ideal level of intensity, a little 
more math is required. First, subtract 148 
from 180. 
 

180 - 148 = 32 
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Then divide the result, 32, in half, for a 
result of 16. 
 

32 / 2 = 16 
 

Add 16 to 148 and the result is 164. To 
achieve moderate-intensity training, then, 
you’ll need to train at a level between 164 
and 180 heartbeats per minute. Anything 
over 181 bpm (beats per minute) is 
approaching anaerobic, high-intensity 
training.  

The most effective training, with the 
least risk of injury, is just below 170 bpm 
for young adults, in the moderate-intensity 
range. Training in the high-intensity, 
anaerobic range is desirable for only about 
10 percent of your training in each triathlon 
discipline. Anaerobic training 
is very effective, but stressful and injury-
inducing.  
 

 
 [Editor’s note: While there is a strong 

correlation between high heart rates and 
anaerobic conditions for most people, it is 
not as absolute as the above formulas 
suggest.  Some highly trained athletes, for 
instance, can’t reach their theoretical 

maximum heart rates. Their hearts are so 
efficient at delivering blood and oxygen 
with each beat that they can go anaerobic at 
a lower number of heartbeats than average 
individuals of the same age. That’s why it’s 
called a “theoretical maximum 
heart rate”; it’s a formula based on averages 
of average people.] 
 
 

 

THE HARD/EASY CONCEPT 

 

Athletic or muscular development is based 
on the overload principle. Ask the body’s 
muscles and systems to do a little more work 
than they’re used to, and then give them 
time to recover.   
 Triathletes must juggle workouts for 
three different sports, though, and it can be 
difficult fitting everything in the right doses. 
Complicating things further is the fact that 
not everyone agrees on the exact meanings 
of hard and easy. 
 Elsewhere in these pages, we’ve divided 
training rates into three categories: low-, 
moderate-, and high-intensity exercise. To 
apply the hard/easy concept, ensure that if 
you do high-intensity workouts in one 
sport today, you don’t do high-intensity 
workouts in that sport tomorrow. High-
intensity, anaerobic workouts create a great 
deal of stress on the body’s systems that 
can lead to dramatic improvements; the risks 
of injury, however, are equally dramatic, 
and are much greater than for aerobic 
workouts. Following a day of high-intensity 
exercise with some sort of rest minimizes 
the risk of injury or cumulative overtraining 
fatigue.   
 The disagreements in applying these 
principles revolve around what constitutes 
rest, and how much is 
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necessary for the various muscle groups 
involved. For instance, since swimming uses 
mostly upper-body muscle groups, it’s 
generally considered safe to follow a day 
of high-intensity, anaerobic swim workouts 
with a day of high-intensity running or 
cycling. And while everyone would agree 
that it’s foolish to do two consecutive days 
of high-intensity running, is it really safe to 
follow one day of such running with a day 
of high-intensity cycling?  
 Running and cycling movements depend 
on different muscles for most of the power 
generated, but most leg muscles are used to 
some degree in both activities. So while 
some triathletes will take a chance doing 
that hard run today and hard bike tomorrow, 
others will avoid the inherent risks and play 
it safe instead. Depending on the individuals 
involved, either approach may be equally 
effective. The thing to bear in mind is that 
one approach has more risks than the other. 
Typically, serious triathletes will follow a 
day of high-intensity training in one sport 
with a day of low-intensity training in that 
same sport, and no more than a moderate 
intensity in either of the other two. 
 Meanwhile, Tri-Fed/USA Medical 
Committee member, Glenn Town, Ph.D., 

believes that it’s acceptable 

to follow a day of high-intensity running 
with a day of high-intensity cycling. But on 
the day after a high-intensity workout in any 
one discipline, he never does anything in 
that same discipline. 
 For example, according to his 
physiological scheme of things, following a 
day of high-intensity running with a day of 
slow running has two flaws. The first is that 
he doesn’t believe the slow workout 
provides any substantial training benefit, and 
the second is that he feels the running 
muscles are better served by complete rest. 

 It’s Town’s contention that after you’ve 
completed early-season training, continued 
long, slow, distance training is a waste of 
time unless you’re gearing up for something 
really long such as the Ironman. When 
you’ve reached the stage in your training 
season that you’re doing high-intensity 
interval work, Town believes that the 
cardiovascular gains possible with low-
intensity training are so insubstantial as to 
be pointless.  
 Town feels that a triathlete is better 
served by doing absolutely nothing in a 
given sport after a high-intensity 
workout in that sport. He advocates a 
hard/rest concept.  
 Whatever you do, as a beginning 
triathlete you’ll want to play it safe. Whether 
you subscribe to a hard/easy concept or 
Town’s hard/rest concept, just be sure not to 
engage in two consecutive days of high-
intensity training in the same triathlon 
discipline. That’s an absolute! 
 
 
YOU AND YOUR BIKE 

 

It’s easy to get the impression from reading 
this chapter that you can’t be a triathlete 
without the very latest super-duper, high-
tech equipment. That’s not true. At the 
elite levels of the sport, much of that 
equipment is necessary, but the benefits are 
slim compared to the costs in money and 
reliability. That stuff may make a difference 
to the best pros, but for the rest of us, the 
advantages are much less pronounced. 
 If you have any kind of 10-speed bicycle 
in good working condition, you can be a 
triathlete. If it’s a clunker that weighs more 
than 30 pounds, you’ll work 10 or 20 
percent harder than with a lightweight bike, 
but that’s no excuse for not being a 
triathlete. 
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 Assuming you’re using the bike you 
have, make sure that it fits, and that the 
brake and gear cables are in good condition. 
Adjust the gears and brakes to work 
correctly and reliably; ensure that your tires 
and tubes are in good condition and that the 
wheels are true (straight). Most bike shops 
will do all of that for $50 to $100, depending 
on how much has to be replaced. Even 
better, buy a bike maintenance book. Get to 
know your bike now and you’ll save money 
and frustration in the long run.  
 If your bike weighs less than 30 pounds, 
you may want to consider a set of 
lightweight wheels for racing only. They are 
much lighter, and wheel-weight savings 
enhance performance more than any other 
component change. 
 
 
GENERAL EQUIPMENT NEEDS 

 

We’ve listed below a minimal inventory of 
equipment you need for your triathlon 
training program. You need a good, tight, 
racing swimsuit made of synthetic fabric; 
they create much less drag than swimming 
trunks. Swim goggles keep chlorine, salt, or 
water out of the eyes and help visibility, 
which is very important in open-water 
swims. A swim cap will keep hair out of 
your eyes, and it will also help the body 
retain warmth in cold water; wear a couple if 
it’s really cold. For triathlons that will 
take  you less than three hours to finish, you 
may decide to race only in your swimsuit, as 
many of the pros do.  

 During training, however, you’ll want 

to wear cycling shorts on the bike. Good 
models have chamois lining that makes time 
in the saddle more pleasant, and since the 
pant legs reach almost to the knee, they offer 
road rash 

protection should you crash. Always wear a 
hardshell helmet. As for other cycling wear, 
a pair of running shoes will do fine if you 
don’t want to buy cycling shoes, but the 

latter are far superior—steel shanks in the 

sole minimize stress on the feet. Tight-
fitting cycling jerseys look great, and they 
have lots of pockets, but you don’t need one. 
A close fitting T-shirt is also good; a baggy 
one will interfere with aerodynamics. 
 Get a good, sturdy pair of running shoes 
designed for the heavy stresses of training 
on the road; you can always buy lightweight 
racing flats later if you want. Running 
shorts are self-explanatory. A hat or visor 
limit annoyance caused by the sun, and 
sunglasses help protect the eyes from 
damaging ultraviolet light. You probably 
have many of these items already. Use what 
you have and upgrade your equipment as 
funds become available. 
 
 
TAPERING AND PEAKING 

 

Tapering and peaking are based on the 
assumption that your body needs rest from 
intense training before an important race. In 
simplest terms, it means you don’t engage in 
any high-intensity, anaerobic workouts in 
the week before your target event. In 
general, you should reduce the training 
distances you reached before that 
week by half.  
 You know there are triathletes out there 
who race every week during the season; 
tapering and peaking are obviously 
inapplicable in those cases. If you reduce 
your training the week before an event, and 
you race every weekend, you’re not getting 
any quality workouts done. So tapering and 
peaking is a concept that usually applies to 
an important, special race. It works best a 
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few times a year, but some triathletes try to 
peak on a monthly basis during the height of 
the season.   
 
 

STRETCHING, WARM-UP AND 

COOL-DOWN 

 
Stretching helps keep the muscles loose and 
flexible and lessens the risk of injury. Yet 
recent studies have demonstrated that people 
who stretch tend to have more injuries than 
those who don’t.  How’s that? They’re 
stretching improperly. The mistake many 
people make is to stretch immediately before 
or after a workout, and to stretch too far. 
 The best time to stretch is when the 
muscles are already warmed up and loose 
from a day of activity.  Never bounce into a 
stretch or overstretch; initiate a stretch 
slowly, then back off when it begins to hurt.  
 Regardless of whether you stretch, get in 
the habit of completing a warm-up and cool-
down before and after workouts. Spend five 
to 10 minutes slowly getting up to your 
desired training pace, then begin the real 
workout. This will lessen the risk of injury; 
it’s especially important before interval 
workouts.  
 Do the same after you’re done; cooling 
down for five to 10 minutes will reduce the 
likelihood of cramps as well as help 
dissipate the waste products, such as lactic 
acid, that build up with intense exercise. 
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CYCLING TECHNIQUE 

 

Riding a bike looks simple, and it is for the 
most part, but there are several techniques to 
make your cycling much more efficient. The 
first step is using your cleats effectively. The 
real purpose is to allow you to pull up with 
one foot while the other foot and leg are 
pushing down on the usual power-side of the 
pedaling stroke.  Pulling up with the resting 
leg brings more muscle groups into play; 

you’re putting that resting leg to work 

helping the power leg and reserving the 
energy stored in the muscles that provide the 
power in the downstroke. You bring new 
resources into play that you didn’t use 
before, and you’re more effectively using 
the muscles you already depended on to turn 
the pedals. 
 At first, you’ll have the tendency to 
think in terms of pushing down with the one 
leg while pulling up with the other. Ideally, 
however, you want to think in terms 

of pedaling in circles—a smooth, continuous 

circular pedal stroke instead of a choppy up-
and-down one. After a while, your muscles 
will get the message and do it automatically. 
 Most experienced cyclists pedal at a rate 
of 80 to 100 revolutions per minute (rpm), 
and that range should be your goal. Go out 
for a ride and count your pedal strokes; if 
you’re in a medium gear and you’re 
pedaling 60 or 70 rpm, go to a lower, easier-
to-pedal gear, and bring up the speed of your 
rpm. Then try to stay in that 80-to-100-rpm 
range by using your gears. If you’re in your 
lowest, easiest gear, and you can’t keep up 
the rpm going up a hill, then get out of the 
saddle and really use those leg muscles. If 
you’re chugging up that hill with difficulty, 
however, and you’re not in your lowest 
gear, you’re just being foolish. 
 

 Lastly, aerodynamics are very important 
in cycling; $2,000 disc wheels exist just to 
cut down wind drag.  The most effective 
thing you can do is to make yourself stay 
low on the handlebars as much as possible. 
If you want to get serious, there are bars 
available that force your body into a more 
aerodynamic position. 
 
 

RUNNING TECHNIQUE 

 
Running comes naturally; what is there to 
learn? Not much, really, and you should run 
in a way that feels natural to you. But after 
you’ve put in some training time on the 
road, there are easily corrected flaws that 
plague most people to some degree.   
 One day when you feel curious or 
ambitious, go out for a run and look for a 
long window in which  you can see your 
reflection. Watch yourself run by.  If you 
bounce up and down substantially, you’re 
wasting energy that propels you forward; try 
to eliminate unnecessary bounce.  
 It’s the same with the swing of your 
arms; they should move in separate, parallel, 
vertical planes. If the arms are swinging 
across the front of your chest, you’re 
wasting energy again, and twisting your 
body to no purpose. Your upper body should 
be loose and relaxed, with the arms 
lightly swinging back and forth, not side to 
side.   
 You’ll want to eliminate these flaws 
anyway, just because they impede 
efficiency. But every one of them can also 
lead to injury: Bounce increases the stress 
on the feet and limbs; when your feet cross 
over, it means that the lower body is 
twisting itself to accomplish the task and 
you invite an overuse injury. You get the 
same result by swinging your arms wildly, 
which affects your overall body alignment. 
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SWIMMING TECHNIQUE 
 
The best advice for becoming an efficient 
swimmer is to either get your own coach or 
join a master’s swimming program. If you 
won’t or can’t join a swimming program, 
there are small improvements you can make 
on your own. 

 Assuming you’re one of those swimmers 
who is confident in the water and can flail 
around the pool and muscle your way 
through a mile with bad stroke technique, 
work on your breathing and stroke cycles. 
Swim with your face in the water, with the 
water level in the middle of your forehead. 
Every time you get ready to withdraw your 
left arm from the water and start a new 
stroke, turn your head to the left and take a 
breath. Your face is underwater when you 
stroke with the right arm, but as you reach 
the end of the left-arm stroke, you take 
another breath. After learning how to 
breathe and stroke like that with a left-side 

emphasis, try it on the right side (or vice 
versa).  
 As to the actual stroke, the hand should 
cut an S-shaped curve through the water. 
Your hand should enter the water at a 45-
degree angle, with the thumb entering first; 
the point of entry for the hand should be just 
outside the line of sight for that side’s eye. 
Bring the hand down at that angle through 
the water until it crosses under the center 
line of your torso. Then, pushing out and 
away, with your little finger leading, bring 
the arm back up to your side and start over 
again with the other arm. Remember to keep 
your elbow high when the hand enters the 
water; at the time of entry, it should be 
crooked at a 90-degree angle, not straight. 
 Try not to roll side to side too much, and 
stay as flat as possible on top of the water so 
you create less drag. Don’t worry about the 
kick; that’s mostly for stability in long races. 
 
 

RACE DAY STRATEGY 

 
This is your first attempt to complete a 
triathlon as a fully prepared, serious athlete, 
right? Your major priority should be to 
finish the race and feel good afterward. You 
can get ambitious and start pushing the pace 
later on in the season. Right now you want 
this first triathlon to be an easy, personal 
victory.   
 Show up early, at least an hour and a 
half before the race starts. Find your 
individual transition area and lay out your 
gear; make sure everything’s there and that 
it works right. (You should have done that 
the day before as well.)  
 Then walk your way through your 
transitions; from the swim finish to your 
gear, then out the bike exit. Find out where 
the bikes come in again, check the route to 
your area, and then follow the route to the 
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run exit. Check on finish-line details, and 
know where the toilet facilities are located. 
Don’t miss pre-race meetings, either; that’s 
where organizers announce last-minute 
changes or explain course peculiarities.  
 You should have completed registration 
and transition layout details with 30 to 40 
minutes to spare before the race. Start 
drinking water now; if the swim will take 
half an hour, and you know that you 
consume a quart of water an hour, drink at 
least a pint before you start the race. 
Anticipate water needs and stay ahead of 
them!  
 Go for a five- or 10-minute easy spin on 
your bike, and then go for an equally short 
run. If the water is warm, spend the 
remaining time before the race doing 
a swim warm-up, and keep those arms doing 
windmills if you have to leave the water for 
a start from the shore. If the water’s cold, 
stay out and do simple dry-land, loosening-
up exercises.  
 Once the race starts, go as fast as you 
can comfortably, probably in a range of 
moderate intensity. Start the bike slowly, 
and work up to the desired race pace. 

Remember—as fast as you can, comfortably! 

 After you’ve reached the halfway mark 
on the run, go as fast as you want. If you run 
out of gas at that point, you’re still close 
enough to walk in without losing too much 
time, and unless you really overdid it, there 
should be no question that you’ll finish. 
 
 
ADDING DISTANCE 

 
First you have to decide on basic goals. Do 
you want to race faster at short distances or 
do you want to race at longer distances? 
Whichever the case, there are general 
guidelines to help structure your program 
and keep it safe and productive.  

 One of the most important factors in 
training is working up to longer distances 
gradually. Add no more than 5 percent to 
your distances for each sport each week. 
You’ll lessen the risks of injury and 
overtraining, and while it seems like a slow 
way to gain distance, in eight weeks you’ll 
double what you were doing at the start, and 
in 12 weeks you can triple it. In 15 weeks 
you can quadruple what you started with, so 
adding just 5 percent a week will allow you 
to reach mega-mileages at a gradual rate in a 
reasonable amount of time.  
 How far you need to train each week, 
and at what intensities, should be 
determined by your target triathlon. 
Whatever the distance you intend to race, 
during the several weeks leading up to it you 
should be completing three times that 
distance in your training every week. That 
should undoubtedly prepare you to finish 
any race comfortably. 
 In addition, in the training weeks before 
you start the taper, complete at least one 
workout a week in each sport that is one and 
a half times longer than the race 
distance for each sport. 
 Let’s say you plan to compete in an 
international-distance race in one month. It 
includes a 1-mile swim, a 25-mile bike ride, 
and a 6-mile run. The week before the race 
is for tapering. In each of the three 
preceding weeks your training is at least 
triple the distance of your goal race: 3 miles 
of swimming, 75 of biking, and 18 of 
running.  
 Now for the 150 percent formula: One of 
your swim workouts each week should be 

11⁄2 miles long, one of the bike workouts 

should be at least 37 miles long, and one of 
the runs should be 9 miles long, all done in a 
range of moderate intensity, slower than 
race pace.  
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 As to workout intensities in general, if 
you’re planning to race short distances 
primarily, most of your training should be in 
the moderate-intensity range, with some 
long, slow, distance work, and an equivalent 
amount of high-intensity work.  
 If your goal race is an Ironman distance 
race, your training should emphasize low or 
moderate intensities and long, slow, distance 
workouts. It’s probably a good idea to 
completely forget about high-intensity 
training. 
 
 
WHEN YOU NEED ASSISTANCE 

 
Tri-Fed/USA is interested in assisting your 
Varsity team with the sport of triathlon. 
Membership in Tri-Fed/USA will be a 
personal decision and is not required when 
seeking assistance. 
 
For assistance, contact: 
The Triathlon Federation/USA 
P.O. Box 1010 
Colorado Springs, CO 80906 
 
 Triathlons are a lot of fun and should be 
enjoyed rather than viewed a “punishment” 
for the body. Triathletes the world over 
made up their minds one day to begin 
training. That must be your first step. 
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GLOSSARY OF TRIATHLON 

TERMS 
 
Aid. Any food, drink, equipment, or relief 
provided by the race organization or allowed by 
the competitive rules. 
 
Appeal. A competitor’s petition seeking review 
of the decision by a protest committee, rule 
interpretation, or a disciplinary action adversely 
affecting the competitor. 
 
Assistance. Any attempt by an unauthorized or 
unofficial source to help or to stabilize a 
competitor. 
 
Bike corral. A place for racking and storing 
bicycles in the transition area, which includes 
individually assigned areas. 
 
Bi-sport. A sport that combines the skills of two 
different athletic disciplines in continuum (e.g., 
running-cycling, running-cycling-running, 
swimming-running, etc.). 
 
Blocking. When a competitor impedes or 
obstructs the progress of another participant. 
 
Charge. When one competitor contacts another 
from the front, rear, or side and hinders the 
progress of the other competitor. 
 
Competitive rules. The official rules of a 
triathlon, which govern all events. 
 
Course. A forward line of progress from the 
start to finish of an event that should be clearly 
marked and measured to announced 
specifications. 
 
Disabled. A competitor deemed by race officials 
as incapable of continuing the competition. 
 
Disqualification. A penalty assessed against a 
competitor by a referee for a violation of the 
competitive rules. 
 

Drafting. A type of violation of the cycling-
position foul rules committed when a competitor 
allows the drafting zone of his bicycle to 
intersect with the drafting zone of 
another bicycle or that of a motor vehicle. 
 
Drafting zone. A rectangular area 3 bicycle 
lengths long and 6 feet wide surrounding every 
bicycle. The drafting zone extends 3 feet to the 
side of every bicycle. In passing another cyclist, 
a competitor generally has 15 seconds 
to pass through the drafting zone. With respect 
to a motor vehicle, the drafting zone is a 
rectangular area extending 50 feet to each side 
of the vehicle and 100 feet behind the vehicle. 
 
Duathlon. A European term for an event 
consisting of running-cycling-running. 
Head referee. The senior and presiding official 
in any particular event who assesses penalties 
for rule violations and who otherwise instructs 
and supervises all other race officials. 
 
Interference. A deliberate block, charge, or 
abrupt motion that impedes the progress of 
another competitor. 
 
ITU. The International Triathlon Union is the 
international governing body for the sport of 
triathlon. Tri-Fed/USA is a member of the ITU. 
 
Marshal. A race official who is responsible for 
enforcing the rules by reporting violations to the 
head referee. A marshal may also include a race 
monitor who is assigned to direct competitors 
along the course. 
 
Out-of-bounds. An area not a part of the 
prescribed race course. 
 
Overtake. In cycling, when the leading edge of 
the front wheel of one cyclist passes beyond the 
front wheel of another cyclist. 
 
Pack riding. A type of cycling position foul in 
which two or more participants work together to 
improve performance, efficiency, or position by 
teamwork or other 
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joint conduct. Pack riding will result in 
disqualification. 
 
Pass. With respect to cycling, the action of 
entering another competitor’s drafting zone and 
successfully overtaking within 15 seconds. 
 
Penalty. A time penalty or disqualification 
assessed against a competitor by the head referee 
for a violation of the competitive rules. 
 
Protest. A petition filed with the head referee 
within 30 minutes after a competitor finishes a 
race. 
 
Protest committee. A panel composed of the 
head referee and at least two judges appointed 
by the head referee. The head referee serves as 
chairperson of the protest committee. 


